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ADASS 2021 is a hybrid conference, with a mix of physical and virtual
participants. We’ll be using the following technologies to interact:
● The Discord app (see also ADASS XXX tutorial) will be the main
communications tool during the conference. We will use it to register
participants, distribute news and announcements, post up-to-date zoom
links, provide tech support, and also to take all questions during the
talk sessions (including from physical participants).
Although Discord can be used via a web-only interface, we recommend
installing the app on your devices.
● The Virtual Stage (link to be provided via the front page of the website)
will be used to view all live (and recorded) conference content.
Recorded conference sessions will be available via the Virtual Stage with
a slight delay (unless the speaker has opted out of recording completely).
● Zoom will be used for the Tutorial and BoF sessions, and also to bring in
remote speakers. Note that remote session participants will not need
Zoom to view the talks, as those will be livecast via the Virtual Stage.
They will need Zoom to connect to BoFs and tutorials.
● Gather.town will be used for poster viewing and networking during
breaks. Posters will also be viewable via the main website.
You will receive an e-mail with a link to our Discord channel, and your
personal 6-character registration code. Your code can be used to register on
Discord (see below), and also to access the Virtual Stage. You will also receive
an invitation link to join the Gather.town space.

Registration
The first step in attending ADASS 2021 is to register, just like for an in-person
conference. Head over to the ADASS Discord server and create a user account.
We plan on leaving the ADASS 2021 Discord server running indefinitely.
On your first visit, you will not see much on the ADASS server: just an
#adass-registration channel and a #helpdesk.
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Head over to #adass-registration to interact with our registration bot. The
bot responds to the following commands (note the prefix “!” character):
● !help displays general help for the bot.
● !register full_name, registration_code will register you on
Discord.
For instance, let’s assume you are Neil Young, and you’ve received our
registration instructions for ADASS 2021, with “XYZ123” as your registration
code. Enter the #adass-registration channel and type
!register Neil Young, XYZ123

The registration bot should then reply with a direct message telling you that
registration was successful. At this point, all the other channels and Discord
features should become visible.
It is important to note a few things:
1. While the ADASS Discord server is available to anybody with the link
(which is published on the ADASS 2021 website), until you register, there
is not much you can do. As a participant, you will receive a registration
code via email.
2. If you have paid for your registration, but not received the registration
email by Saturday 23 October, please contact helpdesk@adass2021.ac.za,
or post in the #helpdesk channel.
3. Once you successfully register on the ADASS Discord server, the
#adass-registration channel disappears.
4. Your Discord nickname on the server will be changed to your real name
if you are a speaker or poster author. This is done to facilitate
interaction between speakers and participants.
In case of registration errors, you will receive a message from our friendly bot.
Try again, correcting any typos etc. If you still cannot register, please contact
helpdesk@adass2021.ac.za or the #helpdesk channel.
Once you are registered, feel free to look around. The following top-level
channels are available:
#announcements: important last-minute news from the LOC or POC, zoom
room assignments, etc. Please read this channel. Normal attendees cannot post
here.
#helpdesk: post here for any tech support queries.
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#live-questions: this channel will be used for live Q&A during the
conference talks (see below).
#general: hang out here for all sorts of general ADASS-related discussion.
#social: off-topic or social discussion not directly related to the conference.
#job-board: job announcements and such
#speakers: (for speakers only) channel for speakers to interact with the tech
team in preparation for their talks.
Important announcements, links to Zoom rooms and the Virtual Stage, etc.,
will be posted as pinned messages in the appropriate channels. You won’t miss
them!
In addition, there is a set of hierarchical channels for discussing specific
conference contributions: INVITED TALKS, TALKS, POSTERS, FOCUS DEMOS,
BOFS, TUTORIALS. The POSTERS category is organized into channels per
theme, while all the other categories have a channel per each conference
contribution. (Please note that channels under TALKS only become visible
after each particular talk has been delivered). Discussions related to each
particular contribution should be held here.

Q&A During Talks
To accommodate the hybrid nature of the event, we’re going to try something
different from what normally happens at fully virtual or fully physical
meetings. Namely, during talks, all questions to the speaker from both virtual
and in-person attendees must be raised using the #live-questions channel
on Discord.
The session chair will monitor this channel, and select questions to read out to
the speaker. If you would like to “upvote” a question already raised by
someone else, use the Discord reaction features (e.g. add a thumbs-up emoji)
to draw the chair’s attention to this question.
Yes, even if you are physically present, don’t raise your hand -- we won’t be
taking questions from the floor. Please post questions via the
#live-questions stream. This ensures a single question queue for remote
and in-person participants. (Subject to time availability, and at the discretion
of the chair, physical participants may be given the opportunity to take a
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microphone and follow up on their question.)
Some remote speakers will have uploaded a pre-recorded talk video, and will
opt to have this video played back in lieu of speaking live. In this case, the
speaker will hang out in the #live-questions channel, and can start fielding
questions in chat even as the talk is still going on.
After each talk, further discussion may be continued in the talk’s individual
channel.

Other Interaction
The Virtual Stage is used to tune into broadcast sessions, while Discord enables
all communication between participants and speakers. General discussions
can be initiated via the #general channel. All talks, BoFs, demos and tutorials
will have dedicated Discord channels where follow-up discussion can be
conducted -- the authors are encouraged to monitor their contributions’
channels for questions. For posters, one channel per conference theme is
provided.
Live one-to-one interaction over posters can be facilitated via Gather.town
during breaks. We ask that authors who submitted a poster avail themselves
for questions and discussion in Gather.town during these dedicated slots.
Links to both Discord and Gather.town are provided on the Virtual Stage
landing page, and on the front page of the conference website.
You may yourself also direct-message participants and speakers on Discord,
and/or create small groups to have individual exchanges.
As you will see, there are other channels, both text and audio/video. Feel free
to explore and stop by #social for some fun and networking.

Gather.town
This year ADASS will be trialling Gather.town to facilitate socialisation and
discussion between participants and poster authors. The platform setting
follows the genre of an 8-bit indie game and allows participant avatars to
freely roam a virtual conference setting. Within the environment, participants
can interact via video, voice and screen sharing with others in their immediate
vicinity -- analogous to the watercooler chats that take place during in-person
events.
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The Gather.town setting will be accessible 24/7 for the duration of the
conference for you to interact and explore. Of course, it will only give full
value if most of the participants are there at the same time. There are,
therefore, specific times set aside in the schedule (coffee breaks, as well as the
10-11pm late evening slot) when participants are particularly encouraged to
join. In particular, poster authors are advised to virtually “hang around” by
their posters during these time slots (as people once did in real poster sessions
of yore) to field questions.
Besides free-roaming, there are dedicated “private” areas and “break out
rooms” where discussion can be restricted to small groups. When entering you
will notice that the rest of the world dims slightly and only those who are in
the same private space as you will be able to interact with you. The darkened
areas immediately in front of the poster boards are examples of private areas,
see below.
Some objects, such as the virtual poster boards, are interactive and will display
a popup with a poster. This is shown below - in all instances where interaction
is available with an object in the world it can be activated by pressing “x”. If
you have not used Gather.town before, or you are having technical issues,
please visit https://support.gather.town/help/movement-and-basics.

Press “x” to interact with the poster and display a full-screen high-res
image
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Full-screen interactive display of a poster
Whether you are joining us remotely or in-person, we recommend that you
make full use of this facility to network with your peers.
The link to access the Gather.town space is:
https://gather.town/app/swzCqILQaR7XLSH2/ADASS%20XXXI
To join:
● Follow the invite link given above (it will also be available via the
website and the Virtual Stage)
● Type in the e-mail address you used to register for ADASS. You will
not be able to access the space via a different address.
● You should receive a "Sign in to Gather" email containing a six-digit
confirmation code. Enter this code back on the gather.town website to
log in. NB: do not confuse this with the conference/Discord registration
code that we mailed to you. This is rather a one-time numerical PIN that
gather.town generates when you first log in. If you don’t get the PIN
immediately, check your spam folder, and be patient, sometimes this
e-mail is delayed. Do not close the gather.town site while you wait -- if
you do, you’ll need to ask it for a new code all over again.
● This should register your email address in the Gather database.
● For ease of use, do not sign out again, you should be able to access the
space from the same browser without repeating the same procedure.
If you run into problems, try refreshing the page first, which solves most
issues. If the problem persists, then please report it in the #helpdesk channel
on Discord.
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Be sure to explore the lounge, virtual observatory and beach area!
As you would do when physically participating, please remember to also
observe our code of conduct in all virtual spaces. And most importantly: have
fun!

We look forward to seeing you there!
The ADASS XXXI LOC
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